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PREFAQE 
For centuries thinkers have philosophized upon the 
effect of music on the moral ch~racter of man, Aristot-
le and Plato, among others, laid great stress upon the 
effect which different types of music had upon the social 
behavior of human beings, In recent years many of these 
claims have been rejected by mor;;t thin,l~:ers and even the 
most ar4ent devo·b@es of 1ihe ton!~ art have mad,ii1 nP ser:l.oui:J 
effort to dll)fend them, a)hill m!.'l.:r have been beoause tl;i,e 
musicians believed in these pr:LncipJ,es so strongl:r that 
they felt it unnecessary to stress their justifigation, 
or that they were too busy in their business of study:l.ng 
and teaching technical music to give the matt.er any con-
sideration whatever, 
During the past decade the ranks o:f' teachers of mu-
sic in the public schools have rapidly begun to be filled 
with people who are primarily educators, They have dedi-
cated their lives to the teaching of the whole child, 
They are not principally interested in what the chi~d 
can do but what he will be, 
This attitude on the part of music teachers does not 
seem to indicate that the musicianship of teacher or pu-
pil is becoming vreaker, but that the entire school pro-
gram will be strengthened because of it, 
·Psychologists, educators, and sociologists have been 
endeavoring, during the past few years, to prove just what 
iv 
bearing aesthetics, and especially music, might have up~ 
on the future life of young people. The results of most 
of these studies and experiments have been gratifying to 
the minds of serious music teachers. These studies ap-
pear, for the most part, to supply scientific support to 
the contentions which most musical people believe true, 
The llliiudy which is !~el:'\'l p;t>esented is in no sense an 
attempt to prove that character build.ing can l;le !:lffected 
solely by e:x::I)osing tb,e <JUPjeot to the :l.nflueno\il o;l.' good 
music, but simply to point out the possible good resu1ts 
which may be gained, and to show the methods of producing · 
these results. 
The very complexity of music itself and its psycho~ 
logical effects prevents the drawing of any detailed con-
clusions. Equally baffling is the subject of character 
training a,~d we find that most worl~s upon the subject 
end with apologies :for not being able to present some-
thing more tangible. 
In view of these facts the following study is here 
presented, not that it can possibly prove a1;1ything def-
initely, bu·i; that it may be a step forward iri a great 
field in which only years o:f' experimental worlc and end-
less labors can prove what is true. 
I 
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llTTRODUCTION 
Before any attempt can be made to show in what ways 
the school music program may influence the character of 
children, the problem must oe presented and te:rms defineCl. 
Since this stuQ.y is not intended to be one of ex~ 
mind that the proolem is tha.t of the music tear,:her and 
not ot; the :osychoJ,ogist or e;;q1e;rt cotmselor, TJ:+erefore 
our te:rms will be Clefined in a very liberal ma~er 1 more 
as they are understood oy the ~;~.verage reader, 
By character training is meant the conscious or un~ 
conscious effort on the pa;rt of parents, teachers, o;r oth-
e;rs closely associated with the child, to bring about im-
provemen·i:; in the child's habits of feeling, thinking, and 
acting, Good character is '1not only knowing wh~;~.t is right 
but wanting to do it, and eventually doing it",l 
The school music progrmu as herein referred to is an 
all inclusive term covering all grades from kin(lergarten 
through college, all active participation courses as well 
as those in appreciation, all activities bpth curricular 
and extra-curricular, in which music plays an active 
pa:rt, such as dancing, drama, etc. However, it may be 
stated that this worlc was written with the secondary 
1 Seventh Yearbook, Dept. of Classroom Teachers, N .E.A,, 
~ Classroom !eacher and Character Education, 20, 
vii 
school groups, junior and senior high schools, most prom-
inently in mind, 
Many music teachers of the past nave taught music 
solely for the sake of teoltnioal proficiency and ~error~ 
manoe, ~here are, no doubt, still many who can see no 
farther. ~he serious students and most of all the sin~ 
cere teachers of music have always seen more in the pro~ 
duotion of music than mere display, ~hey have looked 
deeper into the meanins of the music, studied tbe lire 
of the composer and the conditions which influenced his 
thin.king during t.he time which the work was in the pro .. 
cess of construction, 
The present teacher of sohool music is expected to 
do this, and more. He must also know the psychological 
effect which this music may produce in the minds of his 
charges, He must see that the presentation and total 
situation are wholesome, 
It has been claimed that music has great powers over 
human emotions. If this is true, music is indeed a dan~ 
gerous thing unless used with discretion, 
That character is influenced to a gr,eat extent by 
the emotions is denied by but few, 
Therefore, if we can establish a definite relation~ • 
ship between music and human emotions, and character and 
the emotions, the relationship between music and oharac-
ter training becomes obvious, 
Because of this firm belief in the importance of the 
-~~ 
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school music program in aiding the development of strong 
characters, an appeal is here made to the serious minded 
educator to consider not only what music should be taught, 
but also under what conditions, 
Education should fit people for living, da7 by day, 
a full and satisfying life, In order to live such a life 
tain ~J,.emen'll of ];>lay oe includf!lll, How our peo:pl,e li!ll@,ll. 
spend their play nours in the future is decided by What 
their education +~;~ today, Music is a prominent factor 
in reaching out and enriching home and civic life, In 
this way music has great potentialities in the program 
of character training, 
... 
.. 
.. . . .. 
--------~ ---
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CHAPTER I 
MUSIC .AND Tfl:li_; EMOTIONS 
Music has often been called the language of the 
emotions, In regard to the emotional element in man, 
Ruckm:l.cli: claims tuat Without it 'l:'el.igion, literature, 
and a:t;'t would be left tlle mere:;t dross, an uth:t>lY mean.,. 
ingless mass of s~nbols and re:;ponses, Emot:l.on~ess, man 
could not ~reduce poetry, music, the graphic arts, or 
any of the $plendid products or a refined cu1ture,l 
Allcients valued the function of music in human de. 
velopment and assigned to it an important place in theix-
educational scheme. Definite traditions of music-mak:illf;l; 
have evolved, In this vray music was even in the early 
ages, an interpreter of such emotions as affection or 
reverence for the beloved, for the tribe or for a deity, 
It has always been used by the social group and their 
leaders to express mental and spiritual attitudes and 
to arouse s~pathetic responses to the great experiences 
of the human race. 2 
"The powerful_influences that music, t~e universal 
language, exerts in awalcening human emotions is well 
knovm," says McKmm, "In its various forms it has been 
utilized for arousing, throughout the ages, just about 
1 C. A. Ruckmick, _w Psychology ..QI ~ling 1m§. Emgt ion, 7. 
2 W, van de Wall, Music in Institutions, 24. 
2 
all of the great emotions,nl 
Few students agree as to just what emotions are or 
where to draw the line between feelings and emotions, 
Some feel that emotions in art.differ from emotions pro" 
per as classified by most schools of psycholosy, that 
aesthetic emotions are neither :real nor unreal but be-
j 
'~ I 1-
lrj~--------~~·~r~ :~g:::~::~::e~::~::v:s:·~=:-h-o_l_o_g_i_s_t_s __ d_if-.f-·e-.• ~-.-i-n-.. -t-.b.-e-.i-r-.. ------------~~~=-.~ interpreht:Lons o1: the tem en;totions is found in the 
compilation of the 13peeches Md discussions of tl1e Witt .. 
enberg Symposium, 3 This wor~ reminds one of what Carr~ 
oll c.Pratt, of Harvard College, says in regard to a 
similar symposium held in 1921 on the topic of intelli-
gence, "A perusal of the definitions there offered," 
says he, "would lead one to ::;uspect that the occasion 
was an immoderate return to the literal meaning of sym-
posium, Any opinion regardine the possible nature of 
intelligence which was not uttered there was in all li~e­
lihood not worth mentioning."4 
Dr. D. T. Howard, of Northwestern, has gone so far 
as to say that emotion has no value whatsoever, However, 
1 H. c. McKown, Character Education, 179. 
2 c. c. Pratt, ~ Meaning of Music, 175. 
3 M, r,. Reymert, ~ Wittenbers Symposium, 
4 c. c. Pratt, The Meaning !I£ Music, 99, 
3 
when this statement was challenged he modified it by say-
ing: "I meant the disruption itself had no value. I say 
the extreme gross emotional states have no value,"l which 
seems to change the complexion of his former statement a 
great deal, 
Nevertheless, this symposi1JJ!l, which was attended l:ly 
prove of value to us in substantiating our contentions. 
All of these great students are spending their lives in 
experimentation and study in order to make tnei~ opinions 
valuable, Much t1lat was bro\lght out and accepted without 
question tends to prove that music does influence the 
emotions and that emotions play an important role in art-
istic production, 
Vfuile Dr. Langfeld, of Princeton University, declares 
that the subject of feelings and emotions is the most un-
satisfactory in systematic psychology of the present day, 
that "emotions are at the root of aesthetic creation" and 
"an emotional reaction seems a necessary characteristic, 
but not a constantly present factor of artistic produc-
tion. 112 
Just vrhat emotions should be considered in the field 
of aesthetics is questionable. It has been argued that 
many of the so-called aesthetic emotions are, strictly 
1 
2 
M. L, Reymert, The Wittenberg SymposiQm, 149, 
Ibid,, 348, 350, 
.. 
· __ _ 
4 
speaking, not emotions at all, and consequently, the 
_problem of the embodiment of emotion in any work of art 
need never arise for the simple reason that no emotion 
1 . is embodied in a work of art. On the other hand, many 
contend that the e1notions whiol:l. are "expressed. in" O:t' 
"are tl::Le subject matter o:t'" music are the ordinary emo~ 
-·---
&-il------<~n-ons---pt---J;:l;:f'-e--aru'i-rrot-p-;,~-ot'~-:t;l;a.:r-tcnnu~:to-, -o:r-pu:i:ely-:mu, ... ------------~ 
sical emot.ions. 2 Oivil.i;;;.ed adults rarely expe:rienee 
crude emotions in DUre :t'o~. ~~ese are nearly always 
tempered by thought or habits of action, 
Much work has been done during the Dast :t'ew years 
in the field of psychotherapy, using music as an aid in 
the relief of patients suffering from various nervous 
maladies, Dr, van de Wall :t'or years has demonstrated 
the effects of music in the treatment of rebellious pri~ 
soners and dangerous maniacs,~ 
"Music," says Dr. van de Wall, '"is a purposefUl pro-
duction of sounds associated with certain definite emo-· 
tions or with coll.cepts of be~uty, Through the stimulus 
of music, pleasant sensatiqns and moods are created; the 
mind seems disposed to dwelJ, upon and to express emotion-
al recollections and desires; and listeners as well as 
performers often reveal unconsciously the conflicts of 
their inner life.--- Music has therefore proved to be a 
practical help in studies of inner life, and where these 
are gathered and interpreted, psychologically, it has 
been made an agent in influencing people's mental trends,n4 
1 c. c. Pratt, ~ Meaning 21 Music, 190, 
2 F. Howes, ~ Borderland 21 Music ~ Psychology, 59, 
3 ·E, w. Murfeldt, "How Music Heals the Sick", Popular 
Science, Oct, 1937, 
4 W, van de Wall, Music in Institutions, 23. 
5 
The institutional work which has been done by Dr. 
van de Wall has shown him to be ·a keen observer who has 
worked out methods of applying musical knowledge and 
skill to the ~otional problems of human beings who are 
perforce avmy from home and lodged in hospitals, reform" 
atories, or in schools for the defective,l He has 
proved beyond doubt that music can have a positive etfeet 
upon the lilmotions of persons Who have far more difficult 
problems than any pupils we are likely to have in our 
public sohoo1s. 
Since tl~e educational needs and possibilities ot 
inmates of an institution do not differ fundamentally 
from those of children in ·t;he public schools, many of 
the psychological findings of Dr, van de Wall, as well 
as his deductions and evaluations have a general signi-
ficance. He has found that music "produces physiolo-
gical and sensory-emotional responses in normal chil-
dren, in the physically and mentally deficient, and in 
many adults, both educated anc1 uneducated, 112 
Although it is knov.n that music does not ever affect 
two individuals in the same way nor the same person in 
' exactly the same ;my at all times, it has b&en found that 
individual variation is not greater in listening to mu-
sic than in any other experiences, The individual like-
nesses exceed the individual differences, "The use of 
1 
2 
Ibid,, 13, 
Ibid,, 75, 76, 
i 
I 
I 
music in all sorts of diverse situations by all kinds 
of people testifies to the great similarity of interest 
and pleasure derived from music," says Esther L, Gate-
wood, wl1.o has made severaL scientific studies in the 
effects of music, particularly in the field of the 
sources of pleasure derived from it,l It has also been 
ch3.e:t' :t:aot1:1r in a;rcn,ts:!.ns the :f.'e@;t.:!.ns 9f ha.pp1ness an.d 
the fe(;'lli.~ ~f e:;cg:Ltement or "sil;l,r'', em.d that a cons;!.¢!. ... 
era.b1e proportion of tb.e pleasure derived from music is 
in te~ of the feelings and emotions aroused,2 
In the field Of musical therapy students also dis-
agree, Some believe that the sound vibrations have a 
direct physical effect, Others reel that there is a 
connection only t~ough the nerves and emotions, Dr, 
George w. Crile, surgeon, says that many diseases are 
caused by strained emo·t;ions--worry, fear, or intense e:x:~ 
citement, Music can be utilized in the relief of this 
nervous tension and thereby c~;mtrioutes to the pai;ient 1 s 
recovery, The Bellevue Hospital, in New York City, treats 
mentally deranged children with music in order to end 
fits of violence, 3 
1 
2 
3 
Ma:x: Schoen, The Effects of Music, 103, 
Ibid., 94, 115, 
E, w. Murfeldt, "How Music Heals the Sick", Popular 
Science, October 1937., 
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So far only the beneficial results of music have 
been mentioned in relation to the effect upon human emo-
tions. There are always two sides of any argument, so 
in direct contrast to the worthy uses of music already 
quoted the har:mf.'ul affects of music upon the emotions 
must be surveyed, 
of music w;I,U encourage h.amilfu1 e:)(;cesses ot' el!lot:l,on 
which are injurioue to the boQ.y, A recent test P.as 
attempted to prove this and it' the results arE;) aocepte,d 
as autlloritative ·~his idea cannot longer be Q.isproveQ., 
An unsuspecting boy and girl were placed in a r.oom 
where they could be viTat;ched but would not know that they 
were observed, First, a program'of good musio, c1assical 
pieces and popular songs, was provided, They were friend-
ly but that was all. Later another meeting was arranged 
and the radio was playing "swing" music, The boy took 
much more leeway in his actiqns, and the ~irl did not 
object,l 
Of course many objections may be voiced in regard to 
this particular method unless mnre of the details are 
knovm, Nevertheless, it does present a living picture 
in way of proof of a cormuon assertion. 
During the world war music was used, not only to 
incite patriotism and cheer the soldiers in order to re-
1 Arthur Cremin, "Swing Music Sets •em Necking,Expert 
Says," Sacramento Bee, Sept,20, 1937, 1. 
-~---
i 
I 
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lieve their minds, but was also used in the hospitals. 
It was found that the music that was taken into the hos-
pitals had to be of the right tone quality. Doctors 
found the:t some music, notably the over-stimulating type 
of ragtime, wore out the nervous system instead of qui-
eti:ns and renewi:ns its strength. Hurry and wor;cy and bad 
ment m?.;Y' be ;f'ollc;w;ed 'by C\eiWef;!s;l.Qn witn itf! o'li'll,Vingl'! 
for more ~~aiteme~t which is detrimental to t~e :pl:lys;l.o~~ 
and moral development.l 
"Music which evokes the nomal e:x:pansi ve emotions," 
says .Agnes Savill, M.D., "makes for health a1ld happin-
ess. Great literature and great music--are never the 
type that produce fear, anxiety, depression, or selfish 
excitement.n2 
Dr. Mursell, on the other hand is inclined, as are 
many others, ·to discredit the inherent effect of music 
u:pon the emotional nature of man. He believes that the 
demoralizing effects are not 1n the music itself, bu·t 
rather because of the total setting in which we indulge 
in it, because of what we do with it. 3 This appears to 
be a very logical way in which to look at the question. 
1 
2 
3 
H. Newmann, Education for :Moral Growth, 197. 
.Agnes Savill, Music, Health and Character, 45. 
J. 1. Mursell, Human Values in Music Education, Cha:p.V. 
--------
9 
It has now been shown by reference to the use of 
music in the treatment of certain diseases that music 
does have a definite effect upon the physical and ner-
-·· 
vous systems of man, Therefore, since "physiology has 
now :f.'or.mulated a law that there is no emotion without a 
physical change and no physical change without an emo-
upon the emotions, 
Is musio, ~hen, the la~u~e of the emotio~? 
all depends upon wl).ll.t one means oy emotion, Fo:to our PUJ:'"' 
pose we shall use the ter.m very loosely to cover any sort 
of affective react;!.on except simple pleasantness-unpleas-
antness, Since most writers tend to differentiate tlle 
ter.ms emotion and ~eeli~ only with great difficulty, 
little care will be ta.l;:en in this work to lceep these ter.ms 
from overlapping, 
"The idea has persisted," says Sigmund Spaeth, ''that 
music could directly affect human emotions and human ch~­
acter, and the history of the worly seems to bear this 
out", 2 to which we might add ! and scientific reseSJ"ch is 
affirming the truth of man's observation',, However, since 
laboratory controlled experiments are so d.ifficult to exe-
cute in this field, most of our truths result from ex-
perience, As Franlc Howes says, "Perhaps some day psycho-
l 
2 
E, w. Lazell, ~ Anatomy £f. Emotion, 5, 
S, Spaeth, ~ Common Sense £f. Music, 99, 
; . 
• i 
i 
i 
10 
logy will be like anatomy, a closed science from which 
all roughness will have been smoothed and in which every 
:part will harmoniously fit with ·jjhe rest, Until then 
one must be something of a pragmatist and malce use of 
every fiction that will work" , 1 
1 F. Howes, ~ Borderland .£! Music ~ Psychology, 14. 
. 
-
-·---
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CHAPI'ER II 
CHARACTER AND THE E!vTOTIONS 
Does the character of-lUSl1 depend largely upon his 
emotional life and is charac·ber in a large degree a. pro-
duct of the emo·bions? These assertions have often been 
thought being given the question, It is very hard at 
first to 1\lu'bsti tutfi'l for cl.as(:lical logic ·bhe mGre em;pir;J..-
oal logic or soiem.tific thought, II.' a birds-l!lyl!l Vil!lvr i<~ 
taken Of the opinions of autnoratativl!l writers it is no-
table that these opinions agree in the fundamental b.e-
liefs regarding character and character training, Nearly 
all agree that character depends considerably upon emo-
tional stability, 
In the first place we must consider that in the de-
velopment of man the emotional life is far more fundamen-
tal than the intellectual, Intellig.ence is a comparative-
ly late development, while emotion is as ancient as life 
itself, Emotion furnishes the mot:j.vation for the develop-
ment of the intellect,l Feelings embrace o~ penetrate all 
other mental events in some way, The "emotio'nal" testifies 
in a unique way to the structure of the "inner",the mental 
life. Apparently it is typical of life itself,2 
1 Eby and Arrowood, The Development of Modern Education,854, 
2 M, L, Reymert, ~Wittenberg Symposium, 58, 
12 
There is much good authority which favors emotional 
attitudes as the strongest detenninant of conduct, J,S, 
Terry claims that "feelings and emotions play a large 
part in detennining a man 1 s_ act :f. on and v;orth," Charac-
ter is defined by Dr. Cyril Burt, English psychologist, 
as "the S'Ulll total of ·those }?ersonal q,ualities o:t' mind 
gence, They are ;J:!).I'l.rl~ed by fee:J,;l.l:'lg rat:tl.er tnaiJ. flldll, nl 
Hartshorne believe!'l that earlY \':1l]lotional responses !:l.rEl 
intensified along with a ~:t.'owth of intellectual. gapa ... 
city as the child becon1es older, 2 "Because youth is tb.e 
period of powerful emotions there is then grElat danger 
of unwise indulgence and excess," says Dr, Jastrow, of 
the University of Wisconsin, "The stronger the drive 
the harder the sup11ression, the ke~ping within bounds, 
--Pent up feeling of all kinds accumulates like a gey~ 
ser and then breaks loose vdth disaster," 3 
Character deficiency is of·ten round to be a direct 
result of emotional disturbance, Uartshorne found one 
of the closest associates of deceit to be emotional in-
stability, 
The single dissenting voice to the idea of the close 
relationship between character and emotions appears to 
1 M. L. Reymert, ~ Wittenber_a Sym;posium, 404, 
2 H. Hartshorne, Childhood and Character, 131. 
3 J. Jastrow, Keeping Mentally Fit, 35, 
r---· 
"! ,' 
. 
. 
. 
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be that of Dr, A. A, Roback. His definition of charac-
ter is "an enduring psychophysical disposition to inhi-
bit instinctive linpulses in accordance with a regulative 
principle,nl This, when compared with other definitions, 
lllliits the field of character to a very narrow interpret-
e.tiol1, Before agreeing wi·cl'l. tl'l.il1l definition, it would be 
;i.mporta.p,t to lmow wllat he tlons:tders instinotiv\\l 1JnpulSElS, 
in whs:!; war 1lhElY arEl to 'be inh:l.'PitEld, and what; consti1lutel!l 
such a :regulative principle, According to this view-
point character is merely a matter of self-control, It 
must be agreed tha·~ all instinctive ;impulses, whatever 
they may be, must be under control in the strong charac-
ter, Nevertheless, while the baser instincts should on-
ly be Ullder such control as to prevent these impulses 
from being indulged in indiscriminately, 
Dr. Roback do~s not believe that sympathy or emotion 
have any bearing on character.2 The intellect alone must 
control the physical and psychological processes involved, 
Dr. Roback may find hllliself in the same sorry plight in 
which Darwin found himself in his later years. In his 
youth Darwin got the greatest pleasure from music, In 
his old age he expressed profound regret that his intell-
ect had so dominated his life that his emotional and aes-
thetic nature was atrophied, 3 
1 
2 
3 
M. L. Reymert, The Viittenberg Symposium, 404, 
A. A. Roback, ~ Psychology 2f Chexacter 
M. L. Reymert, The Wittenberg Symposium, 403, 
.. 
14 
As surely as man thinking is not the vrhole man, so 
must we not consider that the child's training is com-
plete when v·re have taught him to reason, George Eliot 
once said, "To train a child to reason about everything 
is to :make him a monster, rrl 
Musio mwces its greatest contribl).tion to e. life of 
but th:t'ough refini;p.g the soul of man, 
It h~s been :;Je.id tlJ.at Kap:b took: the emotiol.lil ot:t' 
the intellectual ~~ane and no one has dared to ~ut them 
baclc among ideas, where they b.ad frequently been before, 
He clearly showed that they belonged to a different phase 
of consciousness, 2 In character building we find that 
thought, feeling or emotion, and action cannot be separ-
a ted, 
"Intelligence", says Dr, Woodvrorth of ColUlllbia Uni-
versity, "does not cover all the deficiencies of one's 
equipment for life, The emotions need to be considered 
---and many characteristics which go to make up his per-
sonality,rr3 Personality, which includes character, is 
largely a matter of the emotions; the intellectual field 
is little concerned, and it has been shovm that the so-
1 M. L, Reymert, The Wittenberg Sym;posiUlll, 404. 
2 c. A, Ruclanick, The Psychology of Feeling and Emotion,49 
- - -
3 D, A, Laird, Why ~ Don't Like People, 5. 
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called "will" is alvi'ays emotional in origin,l 
In the field of education we find that subject mat-
ter must be taught from two standpoints, that of funda-
mental lrnowledge and skills, and of "emotionalizllld atti-
tudes and ideals,n2 The emotional.ized attitudes of sub .. 
ject matter would include all those 1earnings of right 
poses, and ideals which largely eonstitute the construct .. 
ive cha;J;'acter, and wholesome pe;J:>sPna1ity, 3 
Dr, van de Wall offe;J:>s a definition of emotional eQ. .. 
ucation which seems to fit into any course in character 
or moral education, "Emotional eduoation", says he, "is 
any systematic attempt to bring the emotional trends 
i 
that influence cond1,J.ct under the control of socialized 
reasoning and habits,n4 
Whether or not one accepts the opinions of those 
heretofore mentioned or q1,J_oted he must agree with McKown 
when he says, "In any case, it is certainly easiell for 
the individual vmo is mentally and emotionally self-
possessed and calm to be S1,J.Sceptib1e to ethical train-
ing than the one whose mental and emotional, life is a 
constant t1,J_rmoil over which he has little positive con-
1 
2 
3 
4 
E, w. Lazell, ~ Anatomy .£f. Emotion, 43, 
Germane and Germane, Character Ed1,J.cation, 28, 
Ibid,, 29, 
w. van de Wall, Music in Institutions, 25, 
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In view of the present findings it is hard not to 
agree with Herbert Martin that intelligence, long re-
-
garded as of doubtful worth .in the realm of morals may 
be an altoe;ether perilous possession. "The motor part 
of emotion," says Dr. Ira S, Wile, "determines action anl;l. 
educators Phou1d try to shape the emotional attitudes o:t' 
pupils, despite the fact that there is no scientific 
working basis :t'or proaedl.tl'a :tn tha work. 112 
From the foregoing statements it may well be con-
cluded that character depends to some degree, if not 
largely, upon the emotional life of an individual, and 
that the first training toward good moral character should 
be through the emotions, 
1 
2 
H, c. McKovm, Ohara~t;er Education, 122, 
M, L, Reymert, ~ Wittenbere; SYll};posium, 404, 405, 
-
··•··.·. 
'• 
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CHAPTER III 
CHARACTER TRAJNJNG 
In the education of youth the teacher is responsi~ 
ble for the training of the whole child, not onlY his 
intellect, 
more w:Uolesome emQtionl\1.l activities in the lives. of chil-
dren, Th~s new emphasis in o~ educational system is 
still greatly lao~ing, Alth.o~h environment an~ oirc~un­
stances play their parts, emotional attitudes play a 
much more important part. In life, the heart plays a 
bigger role than the head, 1 
The drive toward character education in the schools 
is still i:rnma.ture but courses which develop the feeling 
in "Ghe mental life of the student are fast becoming a 
recognized part of the school cuxriculum. 
The cry for character training in the public schools 
is great. They would train character but they don't 
know what it is. Various groups are trying to find out 
what character is. One scheme for findi!l.l;!: out i~ most 
interesting, The researchers plan to inveStigate how 
men and women of acknowledged success and character re-
act in certain social and moral situations. They plan 
to ask the men and women to tell them. It is devastating 
1 M. L. Reymert, The Wittenberg Symposium, 401. 
.. ;, 
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to think what a lot or lies, conscious and unconscious, 
vvill be told by those who are asked to give their reac-
tions. As one nmn put it, every autobiography is a lie, 
People refuse to undress th_eir ni.inds and souls for the 
public gaze,l 
We he;ve learned m1.1.ch in the past about fear, rage, 
., 
really ar01.'~ Admittedly, tlle program of charao·ber :!.m-
proveme~t is complex, complicated, and hence, discour-
aging, but the st~~es are high in this, the most import-
ant ed1.10at:tonal task :i.n the world, 3 
"In spite of the absence of scientific treatment," 
says Hartshorne, "the subject of morals and religion has 
probably received as much attention from some of the keen-
est minds of all generations as ru1y other human interest, 
so that we are not left without any guidance at all, but 
have on the contrary a great wealth of careful l;l.nd wise 
analysis of cllaracter vrhich may be 1.1.sed to suggest the 
partioular bel1aviors and mental contents that are of most 
importanoe,"4 · · 
Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Her bart, Locke---to 
mention but a few of the outstanding eduoational reform-
ers, have bequeathed to education an unbroken tradition 
of emphasis upon the moral and spiritual objeotives of 
education, Character educa·tion at the present stage of 
development finds itself in the position of ~orrowing, 
1 
2 
M, L, Reymert, The Wittenberg Sy:m;posium, 403, 
c. A, Ruch':mick, The Psychology £f. Feelins; and Emotion, 
493, 494, 5Tii'. 
3 H, C, MoKo·wn; Character Education, 452, 
4 Hartshorne and May, Studies in Deceit, 15, 
', ,, 
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for the most part, traditional techniques that have been 
devised for 
development 
the transmission 
1 
of skills, 
of subject matter and the 
There is often a confus_ing clispari ty between the 
ideas taught in various subjects in school and the appli~ 
cation o:f' these s~e subjects in the business o:f' daily 
individual happiness, and even personal health ~e large~ 
;I.y overlool~ed in tlle planning ot: a curriculum a,:rv.'l, in iiis 
classroom execution, Today we can discern a 'l{~ndenoy 
toward great improvement and particularly is this true 
in regard to human values,2 
Recent studies in the field of cl1aracter have tended 
to develop new techniques and to abeJ1don many of the old-
er practices as useless, The time has come in education, 
as in personal and social living, for synthesis, the bind .. 
ing together of isolat,ed experiences into a rich and mean-
ingful total eXPerience, Neither the individual nor soc-
iety can live by an~lysis alone, Our scientific traditions 
and habits of mind have made us at home with the techniques 
of analysis, In the matter of character tr~ining, educa-
tion has yet to work out a-technique of synthesis,3 Much 
1 vv. c. Bower, Character ~hrough Creative Experience, 
Preface, 
2 w. s. Sadler, Pilot in~ Modern Youth, 210. 
3 W, C, Bower, Charac·t;er Through Creative EXPerience, 
194. 
' ( 
-
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study has been given to analyzing character and most autll-
orities agree, fundamentally, as to wha·t; it should and 
should not be, Now we :must worlc to find how this ob-
jective can be reached, 
The objective of' chara.oter training remains, "the 
discovery or creation of a way of living which conserves 
and produoes as m{:l.ny values as possible for as many per .. 
sons as po$sib1e over as long ~ time as possible. Oha.r~ 
acter eduotl.tion is tlte f'aoili iHJ.t;iol;l of this we:y of l:!,f'e ,"l 
Incidental instruction is perhaps the most easily 
available method, Many administrators have stressed the 
necessity of teachers using all subjects to develop the 
emotional ~•d aesthetio aspects of the child's nature, 
Teachers mus·t; be artists, Art is the expression of 
fine emotion, crystallized in some fonu, Teachers have 
the privilege of working with living materials, 2 
One of the important things to remember is that the 
character ideal of an individual is not static but is 
constantly changing or being modified by experience, 
For each situation of life a new solution must be cre-
ated which will be the best for everyone, ~herefore it 
is necessary for children to be exposed to many and var-
ied situations, Attitudes must be built up which will 
1 
2 
Department of Superintendence, Tenth Yearbook, N,E,A., 
Character Education, 59, 
M. L, Reymert, The Wittenberg Symposium, 406-7, 416, 
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lead them to want to choose the best solution after they 
know what it is , 1 
Modern life emphasizes the importance of people hav-
ing to worl~ together more and more. This fact l:!reeds an 
insistent dem1,md for the abilitifils involved in real coop• 
eration, Success in such enterprises involves practice 
telligent tolerance of others' i4eas, and appree:l.ation of 
others' abilities, oontr:l.butions, t;u'ld helpful:o.ess, Thus, 
wholeheartea. effort expended by a number of chiJ,O,ren work .. 
ing together upon the s~e activity gradually builds mau;r 
attitudes and habt,ts which malce for genuine citizenship, 2 
Character building, or personality enricbl!lent, de-
pends upon a real cooperation on the part of botll the 
home and the school if it is to be truly successful, The 
process divides into two distinct sec·tions, First, the 
character training problems must be ascertained; second, 
the successful tecbni~ue must be experimentally deter-
mined,3 
Real tests of character originate in mental conflicts, 
A situation arises and the individual is confronted with 
the problem of choosing from a number of responses the 
l 
2 
3 
Seventh Yearbook, Department of Classroom Teachers, 
N.E.A., Character Education, 19, 
Ibid., 70, 
Germane and Germane, Character Education, Preface, 
-
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one which is best for all concerned, Whether this be a 
controlled test or a life situation the parent and tea-
cher must g~ide or aid the child in choosing the correct 
reaction, 
Character training should be considered as having 
two aspects, prevention and cure, The public school 
Many e!:tucllli'ic:J:J:'S dQ :Q.o·~ oonsid,er tl:le fir~:~t of t)lesE'l, p:r.'e-
vention, 'l'heY put thei:t' whole t)lought upon reol,amation! 
If we will consider the fol"!nation of proper at'bitudes 
and habits early enough it appears that much of the 
later correction will be unnecessary, 
The home is undoubtedly the most important insti-
tution in character building, During the years of early 
childhood, between the ages of one and si:x:, the child's 
mind is most impressionable and during this period the 
primary emotional attitudes should be directed so as to 
strengthen specific virtues and habits and prevent ~J;le 
formation of faults and undesirable traits, The school 
should attempt to cooperate with the home in seeing that 
the parent be given an opportunity to learn tb.e funda-
mentals of child nature and to appreciate the influence 
of home environm.ent, No heal thy human being ever was 
inherently bad, but many inherit as children a wicked 
or wretched environment,1 
1 Ibid,, Part II, 1-23, 
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The child is at first neither moral nor immoral, 
Vle might say that he is unmoral, His training will de-
termine to a large extent what he will be as an adult, 1 
.-
Early moral training should be along the lines of 
regularity, sel.f-con·crol, patienoe, obedience, and the 
building toward right ideals and higher motives, !n 
:!.ng self-d:i.~eotion, ~n:i,tati~ high ideals, associating 
with good companions and striving for wholesome t;~ooial 
sentilnent, "The individual. in society," says KirkpatM 
rick, "learns tllat certain actions are undesirable, be-
cause they result in other persons performing acts that 
are unpleasant to hiln. n2 
Experience has tended to show that desirable char-
acter traits are best developed through creative activ-
ity, The emotional and temperamental natures· of child-
ren are among the most potent factors affecting behav-
ior, At different age levels the problem must be 
attacked from different a11rdes due to the changing na-
tures of children, In early adolescence the child is 
genuinely and passionately idealistic while in later 
adolescence he has pron01mced feelings of what is worth 
vn1ile, intrinsic, and true. At this later age he can 
well understand that the business world demands charac-
l 
2 
E. A. Kirkpatrick, Fttndamentals of Child Study, 181, 
Ibid,, 181-2, 193, 
----
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ter first, skil and tact second,l 
The indirect method of approach is probably better 
than the direct method in character trainine;, To the 
_. 
teacher the method is always direct, but in no instance 
are the faults of the children to be pointed ou,t ·bo them 
lest it antagonize, humiliate, or discourage them, Char~ 
tl--.~--------a-. ct-e:r-1-s----a-matt-ey-uf---s-low groivtndepen<Ung oc cal? ionaliy, 
to be sure, on the perfo~ance of a single striking act 
here and there, or on some rare penetratine flash of 
moral perception, 2 
Although teachers differ greatly in their ideas of 
just what constitutes ·bhe n indirect methodn it is usual~ 
ly considered as a plan which does not begin by mention~ 
ing a desirable trait but guides a student into a setting 
or situation where the teacher may aid him in his choice 
of behavior, 
The principal reason for forsaking the direc·!; ap-
proach in character training is because it has been 
shovm that such organizations as Sunday schools and boy 
scouts, which make a point of teaching ethics, do not 
--
change behavior,3 
1 
2 
3 
Extracurricular activities a:re most us'eful be-
Germane and Germane, Character Education, Part I, 
29, 47, 122, 173-4-5 
H, Newman, Education for Moral Growth, 328, 
Hartshorne and May, Studies in Deceit, 59, 
(The particular trait obServed was "honesty",) 
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cause the child is "doing" rather than "learning about" 
desirable behavior, The present natural opportunities 
for the promotion of such ideals as courtesy, good 
sportsmanshiiJ, chivalry, J;lerseveirance, leadership, 
, followershi:p, honesty, justice, responsibility, self" 
n 
] control, initiative, and tolerance,l 
.~ r,---+--------''1~;l~t~Qi:.-ion~tttsl!nlf adoleseence " says Sadler, 
"leads directlY to the Per\.\sa1 Qf fichon of the l:).ig!J. .. 
est emotional sort, The fact that sex instinct )J.as sq 
recently matured lends ttnusual interest to all sorts or 
storiel! having to l'lo with love, romance, and adventure, 
--It is very easy at S'\.lCh tin1es to direct these d,evel-
oping minds toward an appreciat;i.0n of real literary 
values in both prose and poetry,~-Let us not forget 
that adolescent youth are almost 1Jlli versally resjJ<:in-
sive to the aJ;lpeals of idealism,"" 
)?resident Eliot once said, "The imagination is the 
greates·t of all human powers," In character building 
imagination is just as important as iJ;l any other phase 
of man's activities. Without intagination there is no 
stimula~ion, and without stimulation there is no im-
provement in character, which is vi tally concerned 
with discriminating choices. 3 
Although the school as an agency of character train-
ing does not have a free field in which to work the afunin.,.. 
istration and teaching staff should make eve~y effort to 
see that all activities under their jurisdiction are 
1 H. c. McKovm, Character Education, 149, 
2 w. s. Sacl.ler, Piloting Modern Youth, 50, 
3 Ibid,, 300. 
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care:f;ully planned in every Ilhase. In ·t;his way the stu-
dents will be guarded from experiences which are unde-
sirable, It is just as important that educators keep in 
minCJ. the experiences which children should not have as 
those through Which they should be guided, 
In "The Nature of Conduct", Symonds1 s1.Ullmarizes the 
l. Character l:las to do with those pb.ases o:t' 
man's behavior other than the intellectual., 
2, Character is observed in the crystalliza-
tion o:t' definite ·craits, 
3, Character represents an organization of behavior. ·· · 
4, Character is re;t.1;1.tl\ld to conduct, Some 
c1aim that character is a s\unmation o:t' conduct; 
others claim that conduct issues from character, 
5, Character in a l.imited (and usual) sense 
refers to moral character, That is, one'S beha-
vior relative to the conventions and standa.rds of 
society, 
6, Character is the result of an evaluation. 
7, Character has to do with the outward ex-
pression of inner attitudes or dispositions. · 
8, Character in a limited sense refers to 
socialization, self-seeking, "and social particip-
ation.· 
It can plainly be seen that in order to cover our 
study we must include the prinoipal points of all of the 
above definitions. 
Character is not one phase of life bu,t the whole of 
life. The :program of .character training wiil be slow, 
painful, difficult, and often discouraging because re-
sults cannot be seen limnediately, In fact it probably 
never will be possible to measure with any definite pre-
cision the results of our labors. Nevertheless, suffi-
l H, c. McKown, Character Education, 3-4. 
------------~·~~··~~-··-·· 
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cient work has already been done to prove that the pro-
ject is vrorth while. Later developments will, no doubt 
be gratifying. 
Some of the most satisfactory data has been obtained 
from case studies and controlled tests over a limited 
period of t :!J.n.e, 
from a study 
of the oonditions responsible fo:t> you.ng men and women 
being p1aced in correctional institutions, M~y of 
these youths are not real criminals but have, tor ve.r~ 
ious reasons, found themselves in the company of crim-
inally-minded companions, As Nevl.lnan points out, "Far 
more lives today are left empty by the lack of high 
ideals than are ruined by the dovmright criminality over 
which it is easy enough to arouse alarm,nl Bad associa-
tion may easily turn some persons into habitual criminals, 
Reform schools have done little until comparatively 
recent years to consider anything but the isolation from 
society of those unfortunates who were placed there, 
"Companies" were formed according to height only, w;l.th 
no regard taken of the previous records of the inmates, 
In this way hardened young criminals took over the inno-
cent newcomers who soon became as "tough" as any, A con-
scious barrier of secret understanding exists between in-
mates, and it is next to impossible for an outsider to 
1 Henry NewmanJJ., E¢lucation for Moral Gro·wth, 262, 
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gain any information from one of them, 
that society has failed to bridge,l 
This is a gap 
Casual delinquents, those who get into trouble by 
trying to kee:p out of it, us1.1a11y lacl< inhibitions and 
ideals, "Hard guys" have been found to have c1efini te 
ideals and to take great pride in positive achievements 
stealing at any opportunity, or lYing, if in orde~ te 
help a 1'riend, 2 The latter class appears to be com~ 
prised o:r :;rl\:t'ong-w;!J,J,ed but misg\t:Lded youth, 
Punishment never seems to obtain good results, 
Lao}: of punishment does not seem to be a contribution 
to delinquency, Many bad results of punishment have 
been reported, Frequent and severe punishment more of~ 
ten accomplishes a c?mplete reversal of normal ethical 
values. 3 
When all these points are considered it appears 
that public school teachers have no higher responsibil~ 
ity nor greater oppqrtunity for service than are present-
ed in the :problem o:f' character education, 4 We must coop-
1 
2 
3 
H, Henley, "Prison Music", Atlantic Monthir, July 1929, 
M, F. !Vf.artin, "The Training and Ideals of Two Adolesc-
ent Groups", Mental Hygiene, April 1932, 
Ibid, 
4 Seventh Yearbook, Dept, of Classroom Teachers, N.E,A,, 
The Classroom Teacher ~ Character Education, 3, 
I 
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erate with the home and try to improve the environment 
of the child in every way possible, The child must feel 
the need of practj.cing certain habits in order to succe.ed 
in building good character •·-
Strong physical health will llelp to prevent mental 
disease, undesirable character traits, and failure in 
it is essential to give much thougllt to the building or 
a strong body, It is true, no ~oubt, that many of o\W 
healthiest young p\\lople are the grea·test problem oh;t;t .... 
dren, This is not to be thought of as a cause Qf their 
delinQuency but rather as one strong point in favor of 
building a noble character when other influences are pro-
perly controlled, 
Since "nothing succeeds lil~:e success", we must teach 
the child to succeed, This will insure wholesome char~ 
acter development,2 
We find that the main problems in character build-
ing are: 1, Econow.ic problems must be solved, 
1 
2 
2, Proper friendshlps mus:t be made and pre-
served, 
3, Good health must be achieved, 
4. Home life must be enriched, 
5, Recreational opportunities which call for 
Germane and Germane, Character Education, Part II, 
123, 
Ibid., Part I, iii, 
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discrimination must; be provided,l 
In order to assist; in solving these problems the 
teacher should: 
1. Win the pupils'_ confidence, 
2. Provide opportuni'bies for reasoning, 
3, Mal~e desirable conta.c·i;s with the :f'a:rn.ily, 
l-l---------~4-, 9-txe~s-s-s-uo-o-e$-~-Ite.-the~-t-h-ru.~-:;t!e.--i-1-'t--t-r-e.-, ----------~~-~ 
5. lil!PJ?ha!ll:l,:ye the present, vrh:l,oh alwe,y!\i 1;leemS! 
!llost iJP.J?orta.nt to tM child, 2 
In gons:l.deri~ the al?li;t'Oacll to charactel:' b!,t;l,J,di:ng 
in the p~blic schoo+s, then, it must be remembered that 
specific values m~st be set up and techniques devised to 
enable those ends to be acquired, These methods, because 
of their differences in aim must be distinguished from 
those used in the development of sldlls and abilities, 
1 Tenth Year'boolc, Dept, of Superintendence, N.E.A., 
Character ~~-~.1-.£g, 59. -- · 
2 H. C, McKown, Character Educe:bion1 341-347, 
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CRA.PTER IV 
MUSIC AND CHARACTER 
A survey of the books ;vP,ich ·have been written upon 
the subject of character education discloses that few of 
the specialists in this field mE:ll~e mention oi' the in:f'lu~ 
oha:raote;r lYuil!!J,ing, In 'bl:lis neslect o:t' a.ppreciaUon cl:J,a:r .. 
a.cte:r education has shared the eenera1 mental climate of 
the sci(;lnti:t'ic point of v;L(lw which has dominated mode:rn 
scientific thought since the beginning of the nineteenth 
century, 
No doubt this attitude among educators is due ·to 
their fear of treading upon unscientific ground, Also, 
because of the modern scientific viewpoint, these wri-
ters are bound to the scientific pro.of or at least a 
:reasonable basis of fact for their assertions, 
Many complications beset the experimenter in this 
field, and although a great amount of work has been done 
the results have not usually been very satisfactory, 
Those conclusions which have been reached ha,ve created 
an absolutely new trend in thought along these lines, 
"The modern educationist, under the influences of 
current trends in psychology," says Bower, "is coming to 
an understanding of the fundamental place of appreciation 
32 
in education, nl 
While the whole field of character education is 
comparatively new and measurement has only made a begin-
nj.n.g, IJrobably as much has 'been· written about the favor-
able influences of music as about any other phase or 
character building, from a philosophical standpoint, 
appreciated tl1ere will be :t;to wa;r;>, 11 said Con:t.'uo ius, 2 
"Musioo,l trai11ing is a more potent ins·t;ru:mep,t th~m 
any other," said Plato, ''beoanse :t>hytl:J.m and harmony ti11d 
their way into the inward places o:t.' the soul, on which 
they mightily fasten, 11 
These and many similar statements lead us ·t;o believe 
that the povrer of music, in wha·tever age or in whatever 
form it existed, has been felt by men of all races, 
Most of these statemen:gs are difficult if not impossi~ 
ble to prove or disprove, Those who frov11~ upon such 
reasoning, in regard to the influence of music, are pro-
bably in the same category as those who formerly opposed 
any scientific sttldy of character in general. As Roback 
so ably states it, "Just because it was born or bred in 
an ethical milieu, the psychologist would be· apt to dis-
ovm it as spurious, while the moralists on the other hand, 
1 
2 
w. C, Bower, Character Through Creative Ex;perience, 
193, 
s. Spaeth, The Connnon Sense of Music, 66, 
... 
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after fully adopting it, would be prone to spoil it 
through sheer over-indulgence."1 
Like litera·cure, music is a hwnan subjec·c because it 
is close to the e~e:mal. ~d int-ernal experiences of man. 
Nevertheless, if its significance in relation to incite~ 
ments to desirable emotions aroused by people, causes, 
• 
human charaotl'lr and r\'llation~HJ.ipli! are submergep_ 1;ly t:tJ.e 
mechanics o!' @.oe.demic dissection, it becomes only a ser• 
ies of ~'u:rely inte:t.:].ectual stuntli! with little Ol' no mor-
al value, Character is not only one phase of life; it is 
the whole of life itself, 2 
Music stands in a L1Uch closer connection with pure 
sensation than any of the other arts, whereas in music 
the sensation of the tone is in itself the material of 
the art. It has been proved that most human beings and 
many anDnals are noticeably affected by music. Quick, 
lively music is now used as a remedy for slow circula.,. 
tion and melancholia; soft, soothing music is used to 
reduce high blood pr~ssure and to quiet delirium, 
Experiments have been conducted in educating the 
mind through the body. Such methods as those of Dalcroze 
and Montessori have proved that children may be directed, 
through music and dancing, to distinguish the harsh and 
1 
2 
A. A. Roback, The Psychology~ Character, 7. 
H. C, McKown, Character Education, 169. 
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ugly from ·!;he beautiful, This leads c1irectly to discrim-
ination in the field of behavior and hence should influ-
ence character, 
---· 
In Enele.nd. a Headmistress has authorized her tea-
chers ·co prooeed. along similar lines, This expf.lriment 
is being conducted in a junior gir1s' school upon the 
H--------'llo- poth;e<~;l;~;~ ·bb;a;·i; ''-s~J;;r..o-~~l-o~t;rirr.rin-ttre~ool'i,y and e:x: .. 
tends to tb.e :m~.nd," 
When the ohild.ren first Mt!;lr the school no c;~ons 0 :J,ous 
attempt is made to instruct them in music, Soon, howev-
er, they are taught to respond to simple melodic n:msio 
by walking or dancing and making such motions as may be 
called forth by the music, At first, the teacher aids 
them in interpreting the rhythm and melody, In this way 
their own characteristic rhytl1ln must conform to the dis-
cipline of the rhytlllll of the music, From the very first, 
mind and body must cooperate, 
Only the best music is used and some of the chil-
dren soon show a spontaneous desire to worlc out, in move-
ment, their personal emotional responses to some great 
composition, This early rhythmic training is later 
transferred to drama·bic work, 
Those who are found to be most talented later form 
a piano class, Since from the very beginning of their 
training these children have always been allowed to 
succeed and have been encouraged to attack their work 
•.... 
I 
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courageously, it is found that they approach the study 
of an instrUJllent without the sligh·i;est hesitation or 
fear, 
What was the effect of t..his 'vork upon the children'? 
These children were not members of vrealthy famiJ,:I.es, but 
were all from poor :t'amilies, They were underpri v:I.leged 
beauty, when it exists at all, must be created in the 
mind. They had no cultural bMlq;;renmd and the teaQhe:r 
had li tt;I,e, if any, cooperation :t';rom the frunily, 
This experiment was conduc·bed first over a nUJllber 
of years and with the same group of children, The re~. 
sults were most encouraging and there is every reason to 
bel:I.eve that this training has made them people of good 
character. 
They apply the same bold methods and power of' con.,. 
centration to their ordinary lessons that they were guid-
ed into using in their early experiences with music, 
They all stand out in their class and in school as lea-
ders. They prove themselves to be good cooperators. They 
are busy, happy, balanced little people because their work 
has given them a right release from emotional "tension, 
Besides q_uickening their men·i;al power, the work 
has given to them a bodily control and poise that would 
be the envy of most adults, 
Music is not the only mediu111 through vvhich these 
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results might be obtained but perhaps it is the ideal 
one because of its appeal to the highest qualities in 
man, 
Work of this kind must_be sincere and genuine, 
Teachers and pupils must be trulY honest in all their 
endeavo:t>s. Standards must 'be e~e.ct and high, J:Uly·cn~ 
cere and. i~:~ degrading it it becGm\\ls me:re ent@r'~I),;!.P.men:t, 
When rie;l:l.tl.y used, tllis worl>: is e.lmos·b a rel:l.gion, In 
;f'act, all :nms:l.c wowl:, when sincere and unadulterai;ed 1 
may well be spoken of in ·bh~t light, 
Teachers are not easi;Ly trained for work sttc!~ as. 
this, They must fervently be;t.ieve in it and must be 
constantly alert in order to keep their charges from 
having any but wholesome experiences, 
"To educate a man, or a child," says Dr. Jacks, in 
Education through Recreation, "you must get round him in 
his entirety," He adds: 
"There is an inclination on the part of authorities 
in times of economic stress, to treat music and the arts 
generallY as Cinderellas to be starved, yet it is through 
the arts, rightly used, that the child's creative powers 
can best be set free, Until they are given.more generous~ 
ly and more universally to the children of the people, vre 
shall continue to get the type of education ;ve deserve, 
which is not the ldnd of education democracy requires. nl 
Many interesting experiments have been carried on in 
reform schools and prisons to see if music coUld have a 
1 A Headmistress, "An Experiment in Educating the Mind 
through the Body, Hibbert Journal, Jan, 1933, 
i 
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reforu~ing effect upon criminals, One such experiment 
was conducted at the Preston School of Industry, at Ione, 
California, by Homer Henley, 
-
.Mr, Henley was employed to devote a part of two days 
each weel~ to the teaching of vocal music to the boys at 
this school, who were the older group, ranging from four"' 
A11 of the boys' voices were tested and one hundred 
fifty of them were chosen for the chorus, No e~ception~ 
al voices wel'e fo1.llld bu·~ with tne help of tne t~ee 1eli\d~ 
ers, which the boys designated 11kings", it was possio1e 
for the group to learn to sing a sizeable repertoire in 
a little over si:x: months, although the boys knew no music 
when they started, 
To be sure, the personality of the leader cannot be 
overlooked, but ~.ifr, Henley, spealcing of their success 
says, "It was not the words that caught them, it was the 
music." 
Since the boys requested it, one-half hour each weelc 
was devoted to jazz and sentimental songs. The result of 
this vms that at the end of the third month the boys vol-
untarily aslced that the "cheap stuff be cut out, 11 The 
boys said that they learned that type of music on the 
streets and in the pool rooms, Most of them felt that 
they would rather fore;et the associations which these 
songs recalled ·t;o their minds, 
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The results of this ex:perilnent, which was carried 
out over a period of seven years, lend support to our 
contention. 
During this t:iJue over one tl1_ousand boys passed 
through the hands of their music instruc·bor. These boys 
became his friends, 'rhey ·oallced with h:iJu and wrote J..et .. 
ters after leaving the sc)lool.. 
At the e~d of the first Year, pe~ission vrns sought 
to ta.lce the chorus of on!ll hu:ndr!9<l fi:f'ty to the f.!tfl.ts 
Fair tp perform, At first the o:t':I;'icials did not thinlc 
the plan possible but later thE;Jy gave their consent that 
the boys might go, Although that :Large grou.~; of young 
crilninals took the trip of one hundred miles 1..mder the 
leadership of but one man, there being no guards, no 
attempt was made to escape, The boys all had a fine trip 
and the~:r efforts were well received. Probably some of 
them had had their first taste of success in a worth-
while 1.mderta.ldng. 
"Since I left that school," vr.rites Mr. Henley, "there 
have been, so far as I have been abJ..e to learn, less than 
ten per cent of my singing criminals who have got into 
trouble again. But since they had left that California 
reform school, ninety per cent of those erst·while crim-
inals had been singing, and they had not gon.l back to 
cr:iJJ1inality or to prison for sixteen years.''. 
P~l of our educational attempts must be revised, if 
we find that what is being taught is not bringing the 
desired result. In this way it has been folmd that mor-
alizing and the teaching of courses in ethics and charao-
1 H. Henley, "Prison Music", .Atla.ntic Monthly,July 1929. 
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ter have not been successful. 
It is, then, necessary for us to find the right 
method of producing tho results we wish, This method 
now appears to be j,nc1irect a):l.d even incidental, Vile all 
learn by doing rather than by discussing what we might 
do in a given situation, 
produce adults who are se1:r~oontrol:Led, who cWJ. e;z;press 
their emotiQns and indulge their ;t'eeJ.ings, and yet re-
main oiviJ,i:lled,l 
Most authorities agree that the cultural baokground 
is a very important requirement in character training, 
Children who have better manners, who are be·t;ter acquaint-
ed with art and music and the influences that indicate 
culture and refinement, are much more liable to develop 
fine characters than others who are less refined, 
Some individuals p1·efer the concrete to the abstract. 
Some, when they hear of a brother's engage:ment ask at 
once, "Is she pretty, is she rich?" Others ask us imme-
diately, "Is she good, and will she bring out the [)est 
in him?" In a sirailar way music is looked upon from ma-
ny different angles. Since, at the present time, the 
financial remunere.tion of music is not so attractive 
as it was a few years ago, more people are now viewing 
music from the standpoint of its real, or aesthetic value, 
1 W. s. Sadler, Piloti~ Modern Youth, 162, 
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Music stimulates the generous idealism and aids the 
higher faculties to independent growth, 
~ust as certainly as great music is wholesome for 
the body and the spirit, so.~ certain type of music 
tends to promote unhealthy f\mctioning of the body and 
highly probable that prolonged courses of such music 
can :provoke a g~er:l,qus degree oi' mental instability, 
Youth, P.everthelesg~, will @.lways t'\U'n toward the 'bElt tel' 
type of music when the o:pportvnity is given to me.ke 
acquaintance with it,l 
Any character education program for children must 
provide an opportunity for: 
1. Forming rj.ght concepts and ideas regarding 
right and wrong conduct, 
2, Practice in the cholces oi' conduct, 
3, ~udging and being judged for these choices, 
good choices being xewarded with satisfac-
tion, wrong choices with annoyance, 2 
Good music, because it gives a balanced and com-
plete satisfying outlet to the emotional urges, affects 
character development, The ei'fect oi' good music is an 
"exalted general toning up oi' the whole of the :reeling 
and emotional lii'e," Not so with jazz, which is highly 
1 
2 
A, Savill, Music, Health~ Character. 
Germane and Germane, Char.acter Education, 211. 
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unbalanced and is w:ri-tten to arouse certain specific 
feeling centers only. Good music becomes another whole-
some interest, an aesthetic and purifying leisure act-
ivity, filling the child's t:\,me and providing a stimu-
lus, second to none, for both his intellectual and emo~ 
-
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isfying outlet for emotional urges and gives the child 
another ·wholesome 111:berest for his l,eisure hours, Mu-
sic is also a good sociali~ing enterprise in school, 
home and col1l!lluni ty, "One of the most desirable avoca-
tions a child can have is music ,'1 says Germane~ 11Good 
music stirs to the depths the finer impulses of the 
human life, just as vicious ja~z appeals to the courser, 
primitive impulses,"l 
Even the depression, which created so much leisure 
time for many, seems to have had its good points, Many 
people, at that time, spent more time listening to good 
music with the subsequent result that their cultural 
level could not help being raised, 
The relation between beauty and right living are 
close, Without tedious moralizing, teachers df music 
have abundant opportunity to put fo~~ard these analo-
gies between beauty and noble living. To be sure, an 
aesthetic sense alone is no guarantee of moral recti-
1 Ibid., 216-220. 
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tude, The lives of many artists testify to this, "Ne-
vertheless, for some situations there is a likelihood 
of moral suggestion in the feeling for beauty by which 
fastidiousness protects from vice as effeciently as a 
colder ascetic conscienoe,"l 
Those who point to men who are actively engaged in 
as e~~ples to prove that music a.oes not tend to raise 
the ethioe.l standards Of thost? o:Lose:l,y assoeiatt?d with 
it must be remin,1t?d that no h\1\llan being is in:t'lueneed 
solely by one th;J.ng, It must also be pointed out to 
them that the fact that these people are musical is at 
least one of their redeeming virtues, This alone proves 
that these individuals are no·b totally bad, Remove them 
from financial obligations so that they may spend their 
time with better music, take them away from road-houses 
and similar environments and it is probable that the 
contemptible traits will disappear as if by magic, 
The moral ye,lue of music does not lie entirely in 
the music itself, but in our response to it and in what 
we do with it, Music is 1 il(e any other moral force. It 
is a force for good which may or may not be effective, 
No two people react in exactly the same way to music. 
Neither does the same individual always react in exactly 
the same way to the same music. The total situation must 
1 H. Newmann, Education for Moral Growth, 313. 
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always be considered, 
There is little doubt that any claim as to the in-
trinsic moral effect of music is unfounded, Jazz in it-
self is not necessarily demqralizing. Neither is the 
Franck symphony essentially elevating, We must consider 
the whole setting and the total e:JClJerience of the ind.i-
" --ii------'1"rt'_-t 14na1 o-t:-~.'" "ll'""-~''-"""· ~---------------------------~~ 
-,, ., .... Q.-,....--u,o;~.,~ ""' J;~.j,fl-. 
The chiel' claim to '~he demo:J;'9l.lizing effect CI:C jazz 
maY be rightfully made in the light or ror.mer e~perience~ 
with that type of music, If the jazz if'! associated in 
the mind, as it often is in life situations, with vice, 
then the effect upon the individual will no doubt be de-
moralizing, 
Music of the highest artistic value has greater 
possibilities as a moral force than music of poor ~ual­
ity, The superior ~~ucative value ~f superior music 
arises from the fact that one can do more things, and 
more important things with it, than with inferior mu-
sic, Music is like food, it is an essential ne('ld of 
every human being, Music nourishes the mind as food 
does the body, 
The psychological aspects of the cu1turai values 
of music, according to Ruckmiclc, are ·t;hree-fold: 1 
1 
1. Music for self-expression, 
2. Music as a repository of human experience, 
c. A, RuclDll.ick, "Why an Investment in Music Lessons 
Always Pays", ~Etude, Jan, 1929, 
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3, Music as a disciplinary aid, 
The first of these is considered by some to be one 
of the most powerful influences upon character, The mu-
sic student is confronted. with a- task of doing something 
in his own way, whether it be a trulY creative project 
such as writing a oomposition or harmonizing a r>l.e1ody, 
great oompose:l.'s. 
'llhe r@O:J.'eatiQnal as wall as 'lil>e ed.ucationli\;1, yal,ue 
is here seen 'tlecause it is weU )q;J.own that the Pest way 
to l~eep a boy out o:f' mischief :ts to keep him busy with 
something useful, According to James the best way to 
breru{ an old. undesirable habit is to substitute a new 
and. more desirable habit, Because the character of most 
composers is e:x::pressec1 by their music the young musician 
is certain to catch a certain amount of good from every 
masterpiece if it is carefully studied, 
Music mirrors the l:J,~story of mankind from the time 
of the invention of systems qf music writing, Great 
worlcs of every period tell of the struggles, successes, 
joys, and sorrovrs of every civilized nation, To study· 
' 
music, then, is truly to see the great htunan'e:x:perien-
ces for many generations, pass in review, as in a grand 
pageant. 
Discipline is not, or should not be, the control of 
pupils and molding their characters into a prescribed 
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fOl"'ln, but the training or buildinr, of character through 
self-control, self-direction m1d self-mastery. The de-
mand for concentra·bed at-tention whether listening ·i;o or 
:particil'ating in the :production of music has great dis-
ciplinary value. We all know that the first require-
ment in good discipline is attention. This, in music, 
develop®d. .A.:no·cher disci:plin~y 'V'i'l.lue of music i!'l in 
the Cliscr:ltr)ina·bion 9f e:x;aGt ~<e;;>formanot;:l, In mus;l.o, as 
in mathfi;lmatios, ce=!:'tain values mwr!> be riglrb, Qr t1ley 
are absolutely \~Tong, There can be no compromise, In 
other aspects we lmovr tha·b music can never be :perfect 
on earth and man must continually strive tov;ard the best 
possible achievement. This discrimination, which is 
somet:ltr)es termed tas-te, is a growing and chm1ging attri-
bute, As it o.eveloJ!S there is a gradual rising of cult.,. 
ural stm1dards in the individual, 
There is a firm psychological foundation for the 
cul"t;ural value of music in the balanced education of the 
entire man, Not the mind only, nor the body only, but 
both are trained ana. collabora-te in a united :program such 
as only music affords, and this should point out at least 
one correct route to a solid culture, 
Since character, from ancient times has been closely 
associated with beauty it is really nothing new, but an 
old saying modernized when Fosdick states that the ex-
.... 
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pression "live beau·t;ifully" is more appealing than "live 
righteously". · If it comes to the same thing, why not say 
it the new way ?1 
Beauty is often ooncei;red tOo narrowly. In this 
case we cannot hold that beauty and character are close~ 
ly related, Good character must not be bound up in self~ 
social and also c:reative this 'V'iew of oliarac·be;ii educe:bion 
will serve well. 
R.ee.ction to m'Usio is, psycl+o1ogioe.:Uy, the :result 
of a development rather than of a given state, The 
determinant of reaction to mus:l,o is nat:l.ve capacity, 
plus eX11erience and training, Training has a strong 
effect on reactions in music,2 We cannot expect music 
to have the same psychological effect upon an individual 
who is ucrw1usica1, inexperienced, or untrained, as it 
would upon one who has worked with music over a period 
of t:L.-ne, It has been sho,;vn that this period of training 
need not be long in order to show marked results, 
"The general or humanistic aim of music instruction 
is to contribu·t;e to the character of the individual and 
society an additional measure of idealism, the joyous 
preoccupation with unselfish interest, the elevation and 
purification of feeling, and the psychic hearth dependent 
upon abundant but orderly expression of emotion, tl1at 
come from appreciative contact with, andthe endeavor to 
create or recreate the beautiful in music. The specific 
1 
2 
Tenth Yearbook, Dept, of Superintendence, N,E,A,, 
Character Education, 53. 
Max Schoen, ~Effects .££Music, 75, 76, 
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or musical aim is to develop appreciation of the beauty 
that is in music as a condition of attaining the general 
ends described,"l 
In an experiment with undergraduate college students 
picked at random, Gilliland and Moore attempted to find 
"The Immediate f;l,nd Lon.g~time Effects of Classical and 
P011Ul!U' Phonogr1;1,ph .Selections!!. These effects were 
i.· -----,----------.. Ill'- iluO:U~11.-u;von.---a---:pv;-<:'-e-J.;y---e~perim:enta-l-bas±s • 
~ ' 
The results noted were t!;J,e appa7;'ent interest and 
changes of attitude in J:>egard to the different types o:t' 
music as reoordea, by the subjeo·cs, by observation, and 
even by taking photographs, 
The phonograph records used were of the most popu~ 
lar dance music at that time, and some movements from 
Beethoven and Tschailcovrsky Symphonies, 
During the first hearings it was found that ne~U"ly 
all of the students appreciated the marlced rhythms of 
the popular music while most of them were puzzled by the 
intricacies of the classical selections, As these records 
were played over and over there appeared a definite loss 
of interest in the dance music ana. closer attention to 
the symphonic worlw. 
The records were each played twenty-five times 
during the experiment at the end of which some interest-
ing results were noted. 
1 
2 
Germane and Germane, Charac·ter Education, 216, 
Max Schoen, The Effects of ~:!:.£, 211. 
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The experimenters reported that while the immediate 
appeal of jazz was greater to the mind of the musically 
undeveloped, tha·b ·bhe majority o:f' the subjects expressed 
their preference for classical music at the end of the 
experiment, The twenty-five hearings did not make them 
love jazz less, but Beethoven and Tschaikowsky more, 
de:f'initEJly ;l.TJ. favqr of the cia.l!ls:l.cal :record~!!. Whe out., 
standi~ conclusion reached was tl1at the "a:p:pr!i!ciation 
of good, mudo doer? tend to mg]j~(!! tor im:p:roved lllOl:'~le, nl 
The value o:f' music as a worthy leisure t:l.me :pur-
suit is the one a:p:peal which seems to have maintained 
almost universal su:p:port among educators, 
We need outlets for our emotions, Whether we 
choose wise ones depends u:pon our training, The youth 
who has been trained in music vvill usually go to that 
source for satisfaction when mental conflicts occur, 
Most musical :people will quote innumerable instances 
when their music brought solace to them in times of 
stress, and has prevented actions which might easily 
have :proved disastrous, 
The most :powerful influence music can have on 
character when considered from the angle of avocation 
or recreation is through active :participation, 
1 Ibid,, 219, 
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Music that is merely accepted passively and requires 
no effort for its production can never be as valuable as 
that which calls for physical and men·bal action. Many 
people fail to recognize gr~at importance of effort and 
action in life. 
A.risto"l;le coJ;J.tended tllat action is one of t!1e first 
by doi~ o~ produq:J..ng, ~ant, on the other hand, est~~ 
ated Character by the intention~ of the individual~·it 
matters little what he act~ally does, his intentions are 
the things that really count,l 
"l accept the philosophy of Aristotle and reject 
that of Kant," says Dr, Pitkin, "For instance, one of 
the first ·bests of character is the ability to keep a 
promise, No matter how good the inten·bions of the man 
who makes a promise, unless he actually keeps his word, 
his precepts amount to nothing, His ethical pretentions 
become a farce. He ~s rankly deficient in what the world 
knows as character!" · 
Creative activity in music is the highest tYP,e of 
avocational pursuit, It offers additional opportunities 
for developing character, The individual who creates, 
who visualizes a project or product, sets ideals and 
standards, makes :~Jlans and achieves in accordance with 
these, and then ta!ces a well-deserved· satisfaction and 
pleasure in his achievement, learns great and important 
lessons in ethical education because he himself is in 
1 W.B.Pitkin, "Mind and Music", 1'.£!:. Etude, Oct. 1937. 
2 Ibid, 
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his production,l 
In order to get the most out of his music the con-
scientious student must look upon the work as study, not 
mere recreation, The mind m]lst be bent on the taslc, Mu-
sic that is worked with, not played with, makes a real 
contribution ·t;o mental and moral strength, Fear of self 
Music m~es it!O greutest contribution to a lite of 
rich significance not through training the intellect, but 
through refining ·t;he soul of man, 
1 H. C, McKown, Character Education, 180-184, 
'"""--~ 
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CHA.PI'ER V 
CHARACTER .AND Tiill SCHOOL MUSIC PROGRAM 
.· 
The place of music in the curriculum of the public 
schools has been steadily growing in i.'llportance ever 
since its introduction, 'I'his very beginning was a.ue to 
had confidence th~t his beloved art was a thing which 
should not be denied the children of our nation, 
In 1837, Lowell Mason began his worl<; in tne Boston 
schools, He gave his services for one full year and 
furnished his ovm books and other teaching eq_uipment, 
Due to his efforts, music was firs·b int;roduced into the 
public schools in 1838, 
During these hundred years many great cha11ges have 
occurred in the school music prqgram, Music has passed 
through the period where music was simply a time devoted 
to singing because "singing was so good a thing", to the 
time when nearly every school of any size in our nation 
not only has its choruses, but also its orchestras, 
bands and courses devoted to theory and appreciation, 
Although the great majority of people will never be 
composers, or even performers of music, they are entitled 
to the love and appreciation of all the good that is in 
it, In order to accomplish this they must be brought in 
contact with good music often enough to train them in 
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musical judgment and discrimination, The schools are 
doing this by means of listening courses in music en-
joyment and by encouraginG the hearing of radio appre-
ciation programs, It is hoped that through this means 
more people will avralcen to and deveJ.op a love for better 
music, M encouraging sig:n. appeared not long ago when 
is getting $o she will listen to the symphony progrru11s 
now", 
Singing teachers malce a point ot teaching m~y 
songs which the children will ca:rry home with them, and 
in this way a closel' link is vn•ought between school and 
home. A step is also talcen tovrard raising the cultural 
level and ultimately the character standards of the 
entire community. 
Instrumental as well as vocal groups are now being 
formed of graduates in order that these young people may 
be encouraged to continue their musical endeavors after 
their school days are past. 
When the nation-wide organization of music teachers 
voted, a few years ago, to change the name of' the Music 
Supervisors National Conference to the Music Educators 
National Conference the members were complimented by a 
prominent administrator for their good judgment. He 
declared that at last music teachers vvere not only be-
coming educators in the broadest sense of the term but 
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were even willing to afu.'lit that they belonged in ·t;hat 
category, 
The true educator is the teacher who thinl•s and 
sees beyond the content of ~is ovm immediate subject, ~~ 
He understands that education, in its ultimate aim, is 
the shap~ of life and the building of character, The 
what cou:r.se the de;;;ired results m(:l.y be obtained, The 
music e<l,uc!1l.tor must l~:now the powe:r of t]J.e tool which :ne 
wields and understand wel.l how it may be used mol:lt aa. ... 
vantageously. 
Music culture :l.s still at a l.ow ebb in our country, 
Judging by the great amount of pOpular songs, marches, 
and dances which one hears cons·t;antly all over the nation 
one would assume that we are a very musical nation. un ... 
fortunately, the general level of such music is not very 
high, This is most probably due to the uncJ.eveloped taste 
which results in a perverted satisfaction from poor music. 
Music in the schools is the most logical place for this 
evil to be corrected, The place of music in the public 
schools is abnost universally conceded to be of great 
significance, Few know even approximately th'e extent of 
its possibilities, 
Those ·who have taught music have often failed in the 
development of true musicianship, They have emphasized 
the building of motor skills rather than stressing the 
----. 
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mental possibilities of the art. The American people 
are too willing to choose the path of least resistance. 
This is one reason for their a.evotion to 11 jazz" and 
"swing", 
The whole problem of mru~ing good music popular is 
simply that of making it fsmil-iar, Th(l school oan do 
"If' vre can pl;'ogress from tl'H'l 'da da' of thc;;l cradle 
to an intelligent :reading of Sll,akespeare,", says Sigmund 
Spaeth, "why can we not with eQual ease advance t'i:lrougb. 
the logical steps of rhythnl 1 melody, harmony, f'orm and 
color to Baolc, Beethoven and BJ;"al1JJls?"l The answer is 
obvious if we will only co11Sider that one of the big 
jobs which the teacher must attempt to accomplish is to 
lead his students to be better citizens by improving the 
character. One of the most ira.portant things in building 
such desirable character is to teach the child that ob-
stacles must be overcome and that nothing which is 
gained without effort is vrorth having, 
These things, to a music teacher of real ability 
and proper training, are perfectly natural problems of 
his daily work which are not hard, in most instances, to 
deal vdth, Students soon learn, if properly guided, to 
find beauty in good music while the ephemeral tunes of 
the day are seen to be senseless, 
1 s. Spaeth, ~ Common Sense of Music, 257, 
I 
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Music has been shovvn to be the most emotional of the 
arts, It appeals to us through two sources, extrinsic 
and intrinsic, 
The extrinsic sources of musical feeling are assooiaN 
tion and suggestion, which is the emotional appeal, Music 
appeals to most people principall:y through memo:I:'ies whic):J. 
are evo~ed by it. r . lfyers says, "J:t is by no means strange 
that assooiation sho'Uld appear among the highly musical 
when music lacks interest or inherent beauty, whereas 
the less musical tend to e.ppreootll\te music not so muol1 Ol:l 
the grounds of its inherent beauty as for the ex:1joyment 
of the associations evoked,"l Due to this, perb,aps, we 
have no difficulty in pointing out at least one definite 
reason why jazz is not a desirable type of, music, in 
most cases, The :i.Jmuature adolescent ought not to be 
e:x:posed to any large amount of such over-stimu1a·ting 
rhytbm, particularly if he has any basis for associating 
it ·with vice, licentiousness, degeneracy, smut or general 
immorality, 
The intrinsic sources of musical feeling are found 
in intimate and profound bodily changes, It has been 
shmvn that music increases general sensory keenness, that 
listening to music is regularly accompanied by disturb-
ances in the distribution of the blood supply, and that 
~"') 
the chemical constitution of the blood is effected, The 
1 Max Schoen, ~ Effects of Music, 23, 
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heartbeat rate may be increased or decreased, Many other 
physiological changes have been found to occur as a re-
sult of music, 1 
Physiological changes h~J,ve 15een shown in 11revious 
chapters to have an i1mnediate effect upon the mental 
attitude ot the individual, Under these con.ditions we 
itely effect the Whole personality or the individYal, 
One or the out:;~tanding ways in which the school 
music progr@m can definitely aid in Character develop~ 
ment is due to a natural tendency in children to be 
hero worshippers, The music student invariably Chooses 
some advanced student or some artist with whom to iden-
tify himself, This model may be discarded for a more 
significant one as his education prqgresses, Of course 
this type of training alone cannot keep the student 
developing properly because character can only be built 
by struggling with real difficulties and not by stage-
acting of any sort, The type of hero worship which is 
most profitable is that which causes the student to 
conquer his problems and surmount al.l difficulties in 
order to bnitate his ideal, In this way real'character 
is developed, 
We have found that to be successful always has a 
favorable influence upon character development, The mod-
1 J, 1. Mursell, Principles of Musical Education, Chap.V. 
... 
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ern music educator lmows that every student who tries 
can attain some degree of success. If the child cannot 
sing or learn to play the violin, he may be able to learn 
to manipula·te some banc1 instrument or a percussion instru-
ment. 
The teaclter :mus·t; not begin a pupil's musical in-
that he w:ill ;!:'eel e,t once like giving up the who;Le thing 
as hopeless, In this, as in many things in the school 
program, the teacher must lenow music but he must also 
l~now people, He must be e.ble to take a group ot e.lert 
but thoughtless adolescents in the junior or senior high 
• 
school and lead them through fairly straight paths to 
some realization on their part of the beauty and meaning 
of music, Every music course must be essentially a course 
in music appreciation e.nd hence of personality enlarge~ 
ment, 
Moral chare.cter is, after all, not the product of 
biological evolutien, but of social evolution. 1 In this 
relation the school music program fills a need as few, 
if any, other influences in the school can. If self-
fulfillment through social adjustment is an aim of char-
acter education no one can fail to see the potency of 
such influences as the school orchestra, band or glee 
club. Music in this sense is a moral force because of 
1 Eby and .Arrowood, ~Development of Modern Education, 
788, 
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its <i.eep effect in modifying social and personal dispos-
itions and in opening the way to·ward new patterns of 
conduct, 
The influence of music is necessarily greatly de-
pendent upon the we;y in which it is taught and le;:J.rned., 
Eight attitudes of teachers ;:J.nd pupils are as necessary 
i l'--------!ll!.S---C~on:r.'iden~e-,_~'l'h<i:l-t-'.mohe:t'-ml1ail-,J:u;t."\1'6-MnfidJ'~n(MLiiJ. __ 'i>h. _ 
1
'' ... · . ""h J;JUPJ.ls and "ey in him, Botl+ mug.~t )+ave confidence in 
)limsel.f anCl. in ·the otb.er, l\loth, in their attitudes 
toward mus;!,c a:o,d toward eaGlJ. othe:t', must be since;re, 
d,evoted., and eager to accomplish to the limit o:t' their 
ability, They must be natural and avoid affectation or 
undue elation over petty successes, With this much 
accomplished the way is open for great work, 
The fine arts, end especially music, are great aids 
in the development of the social, ethical and spiritual 
type of personality, As it turns out, living is after 
all a fine art,l 
-· ~--A' 
"But," says Bqwer, 11 if education for character is 
to exhaust the possibilities of human experience and to 
car~J its undertaking to a creative level, it will seek 
to discover values, to release the deeper springs of 
emotion, to evoke appreciations, and to achieve a syn-
thesis of the integral self, At this level of values, 
appreciation, and synthesis, living has become an art--
the loveliest, the most satisfying of all the fine arts,n2 
1 
2 
In the group organizations of music in the schools 
W. c, Bower, Character Through Great i ve E;x:;perience, 194, 
Ibid,, 208, 
I 
ji 
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many forces are constantly at work u:pon the character 
of the young man or woman, They have some of the best 
chances to develop desirable charac·ter traits that they 
will ever be given, They receive training in honesty, 
judgment, :t'E!Sponsibility 1 industry, courtesy 1 sel;f.'~ 
control, and many other traits, through their activi· 
ties, TJ:J.ey IU'e confronted vrii;;l.r-'IJll.e proo1-el'lro:i.'-d~v:i.l't:btg.-------~~~ 
what their oona.uot :>hall bf;l in :ree.l situations, !J'hei;t> 
attitudes con.stantl;v s11ow whether they are acting in the 
best way for the most peopJ..e, TlJ.eir ideals can eo.siJ..y 
be raised through wise leadership, and generali~ations 
may be pointed out in order that futul'e problems :ro.e:y be 
made easier, 
These classes usually have organizations and thus 
help in developing a democratic attitude, Out-of-school 
activities often pu·t every member of the group upon his 
honor and responsibility, In this way the student re-
ceives many fine lessons in self-discipline, Not only 
is he taught to obey but also is he taught to intelli-
gently acce:pt respoJ1sibil;ity for his ac·tions, He must 
learn that in :pre11aration for life he must act on the 
1Jasis of careful consideration and discrimina·hion, 1 
These conditions are all met of"t;en and naturally in 
grou:p musical organiza·t ions. Pupils learn to coopera·te 
with each other for worthy ends, 
1 H, C, McKovm, Character Education, 425, 
i j 
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Vlhile everyone lmoviS, and admits, that adolescence 
is a :problem, the roots of most of the trouble can be 
traced to the early emotional life of ·che child, Most 
of the adolescent training ths:c ·we have to deal wi"bh is 
the undoing of earlier mistraining, 
If, however, we consider onlY the adolescent's 
this :period o, more acute S?en:;e of socio,l reJ..at io~1!?hip if;l 
born, The youth now begins to J,.ive in a world in wll.ich 
a more important :p;J..ace is ass~J.mec1 by human reJ.e:~:l.onshiPI'l, 
He suddenly realizes that his life is bound u:p with that 
of others and in no way can he escape his social obliga~ 
tions to society, He must now learn to adjust hllnself 
to tl~ese newly discovered conditions, At this tllne he is 
attracted to such qrganizations as choral groups, glee 
clubs, music clubEI, orchestras and bands, more than ever 
before, on account of this turn of nature, unlllnited 
possibilities unfold to ·che teacher of' music who is alert 
€U<d enthusiastic, 
The average adolescent is seeking a new experience 
(thrill), greater security, proper recognition, andre~ 
s:ponse to his personality advances,l The high school 
music program should be able to partly satisf'y the desire 
for. all of these cra-v-ings of youth, There are new ex-
periences occurring regularly which furnish the student 
1 \'!, s. Sadler, Piloting. M£_deEE_ Youth, 4, 8, 
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with many a thrill, To be able to sing or perform on an 
instrument will always aid self-confidence, gain proper 
recognition for the student, and furnish ample opportu-
nity fo:r self-exp:ression, 9ccu:Pation ·w:i. th music !!'l..ay 
afford experiences of companionship, social accep·cance, 
contribution to the cormmmity, cooperation in a connnon 
man for a ~roup's musical preferences, 
Toge·bher with the development of the social sense 
comes a tremendous increase in the strength of the emo~ 
tional nature, The emotions o:f.' the adolescent are sin-
cere, compelling and restless, Uncontrolled, they may 
drive the youth into unwholesome activities, while with 
proper guidance they may lift him to great heights of 
achievement, 
In connection with this stage of emotional life 
music can play a part of inestimab]_e value, Music, 
through rhythm, social organization, and emotional 
expression may direct the activity of youth into 
safe and beneficial channels, Musical occupation for 
socially useful purposes must be provided, . Interests 
and skills must be developed along lines that can be 
pursued after the pupil leaves school, For this purpose 
it is practical to use musical material which is timely 
and also that which has social and aesthetic value,l 
1 w. van de Wall, Music J:.E: Institutions, 355, 
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A great deal of significance lies in the close 
relationship between a people's music and its philo-
sophies, The practical sociologist uses the appeal that 
music has for many to aid sogial 'integration, Having 
realized how often haphazard or sentimental occupation 
with music leads to the developmen·b of unsound emotion-
contact with music, The go!'!.l is not prim!arily th§.t a 
person p~actice pleasing music, but for him to become 
an agreeable hU'tllan being,l 'l'l1.e music teacher in '!J}J,e 
public school must truce advantage of the opportunities 
afforded him to aPPlY his art, not only as a means of 
pleasant experience and self-expression, but also as 
e. means 9f promoting agreeable social contact, relief 
from emotional tension, dynamic contact between leader 
and others, and as a creative resource, The role of 
music must be thought of not alone as a "higher form 
of amusement" or aesthetic joy, 
and psychological needs of man,2 
It fulfills vital social 
Whatever method the director employs to establish 
contact with students, he will reach his goa:!; most quick-
ly by appealing to their instinctive interests', those 
interests which are natural to the student when he is 
first enrolled, Through these interests guidance may 
1 
2 
Ibid,, 25, 
Ibid,, 49, 
··--··--
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best begin. The student must be ready to learn before 
we can teach him. At times the teacher may find that in 
the beginning it will be necessary ·t;o use music of :rather 
low culirural value but if het s·barts where the student is, 
culturally, then by regular steps introduces material of 
better g:t.'ade, it will be found ·i;b.at interest is nw.in~ 
ta~neu a'"d~~o~n-i~~s~~~~~r~ent~-may~o~uxd~~------------------~ 
toward the bes'o in musical liter!'l.ture, 
The danger which lies in the encouragement of music 
as a wise use of leisure momentr:; is that it :may :result in 
pure sentimentalism, a sort of fnnoti.onal debauch, witlu~ut 
adding to character development, (}ood motives and worthy 
emotions are in thmnselves useless unless they :result in 
worthwhile experienoes,l This problem may be met by the 
teacher maintaining a balance between the emotional and 
the intellectual approach to music, 'Nhen music is hab-
itually resorted to for day-dreaming, it becomes a sort 
of drug. Persons who dream when listening to music must 
be given taslcs of musical analysis which will force them 
to pay attention to the music,2 In active pe,±ticipation 
in musical production this element i,s seldom likely to 
occur because of the attention required of t~e performer. 
In music it is necessary to develop a control, which is 
a process distinct from the release of tensions; outlets 
1 H. c. McKown, Character Education, 417. 
<) 
'" w. van de Wall, Music 1£ Institutions, 88. 
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for these are provided by nature and the enviromnent but 
control iml)lies a conscious building within one's self 
of intellectual inhibitions and chosen fonas of ex-
pression,l 
Character develops by ·che setting up of new ends, 
We grow in ethical fortitude l;ly 'being consciously or un-
earnestlY gesirin~ to be better,2 
P\l,blie opiniol.l becomes a force for characte:I? ixo.prov-
ment because ;people are sensitiV'il about the judgmen·b of 
their associates. 3 ::rn this wa;y musical organill!lat;i.ons 
constantly build character by subjecting every member 
to public opinion both within and outside the group, 
Training in good citizenship is guaranteed by the de-
mands of the organ;zation for strict cooperation of every 
member at all times. There is a comnon interest in these 
groups which brings all classes together on an equal ba-
sis, ,All members are bound together by this c=11on inter-
est, with the result that they are always working and pull-
ing together for the sal~:e of the :iJ.umediate organization 
as well as the community at large, 
1 
2 
3 
Forces for good are more powerful in a group due to 
Ibid,, 93, 
H, NewlJlann, Education !£E. Moral Growth, 319, 
H. Hartshorne, Childhood ~ Character, 151, 
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the mob instinc·t in humans. In a group, the s·tudents• 
attention and concentration are geightened, response 
follows suggestion, capacity for exertion is increased, 
and self-discipline becomes.apparent, In addition to 
these is the discilJlinary force which centers around the 
importance to the individual of certain honors or even 
memnersl~1p :J..n tne organiilSatioil vlb.iclllte does not Wl.s 
to lose, 
Deceit, one o:t' the most oowmoil undesirable traits 
or charac·ce:I.', is saia. to run in f1;11nilies and i!l groups 1 
little influence beillg accredited to sex or age,l 
Two cases have been noted by the author in which it 
is thought music had an important influence, 
A boy and girl entered junior high school in the 
same year, same grade. The girl was the or1ly child of 
a railroad employee who gave her anyt):lillg which she 
wanted within the limits of his income. The boy was the 
second son of three. His mother ?Jld father were di-
vorced and she had married a second or third time, The 
boy's step-fatller was a bartender who dislilced qnd abused 
him. 
Both the children •·rere }movm ·to be very· careless in 
handlillg the truth, Most teachers had gi ver1 them up as 
hopeless and ignored whatever they said as beillg untrue, 
These two adolescents were observed over a period of 
1 Hartshorne and May, Studies in Deceit, 
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five years, during which time the boy had difficulty in 
remaining in school. The girl remained in school to. 
finish her course but had ·to leave tl1e music groups dur-
ing her las·b year due to the school program and worl~ at 
home, The boy was forced to leave scl1ool and go to work, 
Althoush it cannot be ~tated definitely just what 
dents l;loth l!lhOWed slOW 1 gre,dua:j. 'improvement in ;respeet 
to their lying habits. During the last Year t~t the 
boy was in the music class, at no tii'U,e was he fo\m.d to 
be telling an untruth, The girl did not gain so great-
ly, although her improvement was ~uite noticeable, Her 
general attitude improved remarl;:ably. 
The general atmosphere of cooperation and good-will 
of the music room appears to foster better attitude in 
pupil:s. Good conduct begets good character, 
Last spring, the New York City Board of Education 
announced that a course in jazz v1ould be given in the 
high schools of the city during the year 1937-38, 
The plan was to prepent a number of well-knovm 
dance orchestra leaders in illustrated lectures on jazz. 
The first public announcement stressed the point of 
"proper presentation" and of distinguishing between enter-
tainment and education. 1 
1 
Needless to say, this announcement brought forth a. 
G, H. Gartlan, "H.s. Plans Lectures on Jazz,"·~ 
~ Times, May 19, 1937. 
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storm of protests from citizens v1l1o thought that this 
act was comparable with the introduction of a course in 
slang into the English department, 
Such a progra'l11, no doubt_, could become very harmful 
if allowed to degenerate tl1rough unwise supervision. 
Nevertheless, we must admit tJ:u1.t :povular dance n<urs:tc and 
finest musicians ana artists find relaxation in music in 
the 11gl1ter vein, 
Paul Whiteman, who has ea'-·ned for himself tlle title 
of "King of Jazz", urges a more thoroughly classical ana. 
academic approach to music, "If more teachers understood 
the pedagogical principles underlying their subjects the 
taste of our people would soon be raised from the jazz 
level to a higher plane,n says !vir, V!hi"Gemen,l 
Possibly our Americru1 Jazz is the result of our 
desire for strong rhytl1m.s; some of the savage feeling 
for movement which endures in spite of our culture, For 
this reason school standaro.s s.s to types of dancing should 
be strictly maintained as well as careful attention being 
given to rhythms and selections played by the orchestra 
at school partiea._High school stuo.ents' fre~uenting of 
public dances SJ1CI. road houses is another phase of student 
life toward v;hicll the laissez-faire attitude can never be 
1 P. 'i'lhiteman, "Practical Psychology in Music Teaching," 
The Musician, Aug, 1934, 
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justified.1 
lmother place we find cheap jazz music is in its 
association with the poorer grade of motion pictures. 
If we glance at the newspap_er advel·tisements we can see 
that the s.verage motion picture is an insipid, degrading, 
sexy thriJ.J.er that portrays dePaucl1ery, smut and general 
cause of this association much popular music evo~es mor~ 
bid associll.tions and is thereoy harmful to character,2 
Our modern lite, in vr.hich tl1.e radio has 11\ade vocaJ. 
and instr~ental music available to everyone, demands 
appreciation and understanding unless our people are to 
be those who "pave ears and hear not", Through w.t'ong 
training people often prefer jazz to a better grade of 
music, It is the duty of the public school to see that 
every child learns to distinguish the "wheat from the 
chaff", 
"Sensorial response," says otto Ortman, 11 is charac-
terized by a minimum amount of me:ntal effort; and the 
pleasure in this effect is within as easy reach of the 
moron as of the intellectually superior. This distinc-
tion eXl)lains why the average nol'\.,musj.cal person finds 
pleasure in listening to music whiQh the musician terms 
banal and commonplace, It explains the prevalence of 
popular music, particularly that of ,jadf and the spon-
taneity of response of many musical au lences to com-
1 
2 
Seventh Yearbook, Department of Classroom Teachers, 
N ,E,A., The Classroom Teacher and Character 
Education, 113, 228, 
H. c. McKown, Character Education, 376-7. 
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positions of a so-called lighter vein,"l 
While education in jazz might be beneficial if 
sufficient time was available, most music teachers in 
the ;public schools find tl1.eir programs already too full 
to add S1.1cll a cou.;rse wi thO\\t si!Lcrificing time t'rcw some 
other course, Since it nas be!Oin found that s·tn.1dents 
learn to prefer better music without special attention 
being given to the pointing out of the good and bad,-------------------~ 
points of j a~?.z, it seems su:perfluous to add suoh courses 
to the ctl:!.•rioul1.1!11, 
No matter whether we are t('JI.'tcl:ling classical music 
or jazz we must always bear in mind tl:le demoralizing 
effect of standards which are improperly defined and 
maintained, If the instructor allows the students to 
be contented witl:l low stanc1ards it 11.1.11 lead to self~ 
deception, Tl:lere is too much mediocre •nork done in our 
scl:loo1s and everywhere else as it is, without teachers 
fostering a continuance of such practices, Contemptibly 
1ow standards work against the integrity and strength of 
character. High standards should not be adopted merely 
to make the work b,ara. for the pupils but in order that 
their efforts may not be directed toward false goals, 
Pupils should be encouraged to take care not to be easily 
satisfied with their own achievement, but to choose a 
real goal toward which to steer. They should be able to 
1 Max Schoen, ~ Effects of Music, 51-2. 
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recognize excellence vrhen they see or hear it, Vii thout 
standards there can be no real educational progress nor 
moral achievement, Ability to discriminate is a most 
important human quality, To know how to discriminate 
in one thing should, if the student is properly guided, 
result in discrlinination in many fields by.a system of 
!+-----'generalization. Mursell i<Han,___"',L'Q,___.,c""o,..n""s...,i,...d""e...,r___,t..,.h,a,·c'---"w"''b.""a"'t.-· _________ _ 
I. j 
ll 
I 
! 
ever a pupil does rnust be regarded as satisfact(;)ry just 
so long as he is having ~gme sort of e~?erience ~•d is 
- - .$_ - j 
feeling sam@ sor·c ot interr;.l?t wau;!.d clearly lllalce e~U 
education direction;J..ess and spine;Less,nl 
The ideal towarc1 which we should now be moving 
should be to instill a spirit of all-round culture, in-
cluding an ever widening acquain·tance with the world's 
'best works of an artistic nature, especially music,2 
Every child should have his ovm ideals before him con-
stantly in order to strive harder for perfection in vrork 
that might otherwise be uninteresting. In this way the 
student learns pati@nce Vihich is an asset in strengthen.,. 
ing many socially useful tendencies. 
When the music teacher accepts his responsibility in 
the program of character guidance, he takes himself out 
of the usual category and psychological as well as tech-
1 
2 
J. L. Mursell, Human Values_ in Music Education, 154-160, 
323,. 
c. A, RuchJnick, ~ Psycholog~ of Feeling £E£ Emotion, 
497, 
?1 
nical results should be obtained,l 
We should endeavor to lead our pupils, the future 
citizens of our country, to appreciate the best in music-
al literature so tha·b they may ·learn to appreciate the 
finer things in life, '!'he goqd in music w:Ul. undoubted-
ly eJ,ert a fine influence over their later life, By 
i-------'---=tJ:'B.J.ni'P€-~'U:t'~bJl.'ll't;l___Effid__gi:J:>ls_t_p_ra;p_pr_e_llia't_e_t.l:uU.l~U't_if_ill._1, _____ ~---
the goqd 1 a»d the t:J:'ue 1 we a;!;'@ t\l~.>o encou:J:'agil.1.{!; t).l,em to 
produce e~eruples of these abstract qualities, 
''We are virtuous or vicious more by what we ;t'eel 
than by what we kp.ow," setys Jastrow, 2 Since the main 
springs of action rise usually from feeling rather than 
thought, and since music, properly taught, can exercise 
a potent influence over emotional life, we may rightly 
expect from school music important contributions to 
moral discipline, 
1 
2 
w. van de Wall, :Music in Institutions, 287, 
M. L. Reymert, ::£.££Wittenberg ~yniposium, 25, 
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CHA.FTER VI 
RES~ffi Al~ CONCLUSIONS 
Although the subjeci; of character training and 
development is of vital interest to almost everyone and 
~~-. ______ __.:_:_~_:::::~:~e::u:~t::::_::W::_nd_r::::.i~:e i:0:~:::1_h_e_r _______ ~ 
canno·b be FJeen and some of the best character develop" 
ment is seldom outwardly mani;!;'ested. 
However, because of the g;I;'owing interest on tn~;~ 
part of so many exper:!.:tnentel:'s within the past :t:ew yeare, 
techniques are gradually taking for.m and outcomes ~ec0rd• 
ed over longer periods of time. 
Many o:f' our specialists in the field of character 
education have overlooked the great possibilities of t~e 
fine arts in pre>moti!lg the cal±se of better living, Through 
the teachers of art subjects, these educators are gradually 
being sho·wn that music and the ot,her fine arts have, for 
ages, been doing many of the things which character edu-
cators are striving to accomplish, 
Although our present knowledge is too limited .to 
warrant any exact specifications in this difficult field, 
it is certain that the sound program should include many 
different approaches and procedures for developing the 
character of children,l 
l N.E.A., Dept, of Classroom Teachers, Seventh Yearbook, 
The Classroom Teacher ~ Character Education, 15, 
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It has been shovm that the early training of the 
child's character should be tl1rough the emotions, As 
he becomes older, e. stable emotional life adds to his 
strength of Character and.g:~-<ideihim safely throv,gh 
the trials of adol.escenct'l, Music is a powerful influ~ 
enoe on oh~aoter through its a~peal to the emotions, 
~~~~~__:j.,heJ:>e'~'o:r.e it-:LS-in<'l,il;!;)?e!H'lB,bl,e_tq_j;his_p;t'og~eun._JI,i:'l!l._to,_~~~~~~·-~-
the emotional appee,l of music the natural setting of 
the scl:J,ool music c;tass, Which is one where the nomnal. 
reactions of the student nat'll.l'ally tend towa:rd the best, 
In this wholesome environment, aided by group opinion, a 
perfect situation is presented for the indirect learning 
of many fine character traits, 
Through a music program such as suggested in chap~ 
ter five the students learn mutual courtesy and consid-
eration, which make up the warp !l.J:td woof of civilized 
life,l They are given opportunities for physical, emo-
tional and intellectual experiences which, if guided by 
highest standards, are replete vd th satisfying elements, 
The guiding principles in a program of character 
building should be; 
1. Successful living together of the whole human 
family, 
2, Individuals all looldng to the good of the whole 
group, 
1 w. van de Wall, Music in Institutions, 288, 
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3, Ability to adjust to changing social conditions, 
4. Not outward compulsion, but inv~ard choice of 
good acts, 
Since these are the _ideals tov~ard which we must 
direct our efforts, i'b remains only to survey the school 
music progr~ in order to see that potentialities exist 
nobl<;l goe,1~. 
Ed1:!eation should fit peo:J?ll:l for living, di;J,Y l;ly day, 
a full and satisfying life, Satisfaction in sordid 
things is best replaced by an intimate acquaintance with 
things of ·!;rue worth, Music is one of the most promin~ 
ent assets of the school in reaching out and .enriching 
our home and civic life, 
Because we are convinced that a nation with a love 
for music an<l an appreciation for it possesses the great-
est r~sources for happy and wholesome living it is hoped 
that educators who have not already done so will socm 
discover that great possibilities for building character 
lie in the right application of the school music progr~. 
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